
HISTORY QUESTION PATTERN ( Class XI )

Sl.no. Topic
MCQ

( 1 mark)
SA

( L mark)
DA

(8 marks)
Total

I Understanding History lx3:3 1x3:3 06

2.
From Primitive Man to Early

Civilization
lx3:3

4+4
Or
8

n

3.
Evolution of Polities: Concept of

Governance and Institutions
1x3:3 I x2=2

+ +ll t9

4.
Nature of the State and its

apparatus
lx3=3 1x3:3 OR

4+4 )
5. Aspects of Economy lx3=3 1x3:3 8 or 4+4 t4

6. Dynamics of Society 1x3:3 I x2:2 8 or 3+5 13

7. Religion lx3:3 8 1l

8. Expanding Horizons lx3:3 lx3=3 06

TOTAL 24 l6 40 80
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Special credit tuill be giuen for answers uhich are brief and to the point.
Marks will be deducted for spelling mistakes, untidiness and bad handuiting.

Figures inthe margin indicate full marks for the questions.

GROUP - A
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GROUP - B
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GROUP - C

3. ftcu-{ effefu{ €-s< as 
'

a) fi-s c"flfr{ e gl<€x $qrqqp6qc"rd q-{olcq<r {crrr?Fltr {lT{tefr qfprtFrt q{ | rlErfqi
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( English Version I

GROUP - A

1. Choose the correct alternatives (MCQ) :

a) The characteristic features of the Haprappans were

i) they lived in caves

ii) their main occupation was agriculture

iii) they knew the use of iron

iv) they were familiar with the use bf coins.

b) Ancient civilizations flourished near

( 1 mark question )

i) villages

iii) river valleys

ii) mountains

iv) plateaus.

GROUP - B

2. Answer the following questions in one or fir.ro sentences : (1 mark question )

a) What were the minute size stone tools of the Mesolithic Age known as ?

OR

Who used the term'Pre-History' for the first time ?

b) In which continent was the earliest specimen of man found ?

GROUP - C
3. Answer the following questions :

a) State the similarities between the Greek Polis and the Janapadas of the

Indian Subcontinent. Write any four causes responsible for the growth of

Magadha as an empire. 4 + 4

OR

What were the similarities and the differences between the Gupta empire

and the Roman empire ? 4 + 4
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b) Give a comparative study between Emperor Ashoka's 'Dhamma' and

Emperor Akbar's Din-I-Ilahi. 8

OR

Make a comparative assessment between New Religious Movement in the

Indian Subcontinent in the 6th Century B.C. and the Reformation

Movement in Europe in the 16th Century. 8


